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You may remember Tannis Thorlakson, who participated in a satellite tracking project with transmitters we
donated to Liberty Bell High School in 2002, and who
is now a student at Harvard College. Tannis said of her
experience, “As I stop to reflect on what initially shaped
my interest for environmental work, I immediately
jump to my involvement with the Chelan Ridge Raptor
Migration Project.”

Similarly, Nomin Erdene,
a participant in the Mongolian
Great Bustard school project we featured
in our winter 2006 newsletter, found her
interest piqued by the experience. She is
now at the National University of
Mongolia studying bioinformatics.
Over the past twenty years it has been our
pleasure to work with researchers whose
projects involve school children. It is our
hope that early exposure to the sciences
will spark a lifelong interest. To this end,
in celebration of our
20th anniversary we will
be donating satellite
transmitters for school
projects, just as we
did for our tenth and
fifteenth anniversaries.

Nomin Erdene

If you are involved
with your local middle
or high school, here is
your chance to shape
the next generation
of biologists with an
opportunity for the
Mimi Kessler and research team with
EcoClub students.
students to get some
hands-on experience
with satellite telemetry. Rules and application will
be posted on our website in mid-August 2011. The
deadline for application is September 30, 2011. The
winner will be announced in our winter newsletter.

Tannis releasing a juvenile male northern goshawk.

20th Anniversary Drawing for Free Transmitters
Enter our drawing for a free GPS PTT or a free X-Tag!
Entry Rules
Entries may be mailed or submitted in an email with
subject line “Free Transmitters” and your name, address, organization and type of transmitter in the body
of the email.
Entries must be postmarked or emailed no later than
October 31, 2011
Send entries to:
Microwave Telemetry, Inc.
8835 Columbia 100 Parkway
Suites K & L
Columbia, MD 21045 USA

One entry per customer.
Drawing will be made at our Holiday Party
in December.
Winners need not be present.
Winners will be contacted by email.
Winners will assume Argos costs.
All decisions are final.
Employees or family members of our
competitors and associates
are ineligible for prize.
Rules will also be posted on
our website.

Or email microwt@aol.com

!
Free Transmitters
Name_ ______________________________________________
Address______________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Email________________________________________________
Choose One:

❏ Free GPS PTT

❏ Free X-Tag

Our Sympathy…
Our hearts ache for the people of Japan in the
wake of the devastating earthquake and tsunami
which struck there earlier this spring. Likewise
we pray for those here in the United States who
are dealing with the aftermath of hundreds of
tornados. We have made donations to the Red
Cross to provide whatever help is needed in
Japan and in affected communities here.
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